Chromosome analysis of postimplantation stage embryos for studying possible causes of developmental abnormalities in nonobese diabetic mice.
The chromosomes of postimplantation stage embryos of nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice were analyzed to investigate the causal mechanism of congenital anomalies in diabetic pregnancies. Postimplantation stage embryos (day 12 of gestation) in diabetic (NOD-DM) and nondiabetic (NOD-N) NOD mice had either a high or low incidence of chromosomal abnormalities. A large majority of externally normal embryos from NOD-DM and NOD-N mice had low incidences. A high incidence of chromosomal abnormalities was found in externally abnormal embryos of NOD-DM and NOD-N mice, and in a smaller number of externally normal NOD-N and NOD-DM embryos. No control ICR embryo manifested a high incidence of chromosomal abnormalities. In the NOD-DM embryos, the chromosomes appeared to be influenced by long-term maternal diabetic conditions, while high incidences of chromosomal abnormalities in the NOD-N embryos suggested a probable cause by other factor(s) (e.g. a genetic predisposition) or by a very mild diabetic condition because the NOD-N mice were prediabetic.